Linguistics Vanguard is a new channel for high quality articles and innovative approaches in all major fields of linguistics. This multimodal journal is published solely online and provides an accessible platform supporting both traditional and new kinds of publications. Linguistics Vanguard seeks to publish concise and up-to-date reports on the state of the art in linguistics as well as cutting-edge research papers. With its topical breadth of coverage and anticipated quick rate of production, it is destined to become one of the leading platforms for scientific exchange in linguistics. Its broad theoretical range, international scope, and diversity of article formats engage students and scholars alike.

The journal especially encourages submissions taking advantage of its multimodal platform designed to integrate interactive content, including audio and video, images, maps, software code, raw data, and any other media that enhance the traditional written word. The novel platform and concise article format allow for rapid turnaround of submissions. Full peer review assures quality and enables authors to receive appropriate credit for their work.

Scholars are invited to submit manuscripts to the Editors-in-Chief at Linguistics.Vanguard@degruyter.com

- Innovative multimodal online journal in XML format
- Enhancement of articles through multimedia and secondary material
- Concise overview and research articles
- Quick turnaround time from submission to publication
- Coverage of a broad range of topics in linguistics and its neighboring fields
- Ongoing scientific discussion of published content via comment functionality of the online platform

Linguistics Vanguard features

- Convenient full text search functionality
- Cross-linking between individual articles and to other cited works
- In-text citation via live hyperlinks to databases, language corpora and other large datasets
- Fully embedded multimedia content (e.g. graphics, maps, audio, video)
- Continuous online publication of newly-accepted articles throughout the year

Free access to all inaugural articles

degruyter.com/journals/lingvan